
 

Thank you, fellow fly fisher and sight caster, for your business! 

 

INSTALLING THE FLY ROD HOLDER, PADDLE HOLDER AND STRIPPING BUCKET ON THE BELT 

The “Samurai” System is not just a flyrod holder, but a belt with a flyrod holder, a paddle holder, a stripping basket, and 

a VELCRO®  “fly landing pad”.  They all work together to solve the problems of the solo sight caster. 

To get started you will have to first put your belt together. 

Fly Rod Holder 

 

 

 

 The fly rod holder needs to be threaded onto the belt using the two parallel slots in the back.   

1. The rod holder is intended to be used with the stripping bucket.  In order to use the stripping bucket the 

rod holder and bucket must be on your stripping hand side, so for right handed casters,  it will be on the 

left and right side for left handers 

2. Be sure the buckle and the opening of the rod holder face out.   

3. Push the end of the belt through the opening nearest the buckle.  Right handed casters, the buckle will 

be on the right, left handed casters, on the left. Remember, buckle facing out. 

4. Keep pushing the end of the belt through until it loops back around to the opposite slot.  It will not come 

through on its own so use a pair of tweezers or needle nose pliers to grip the material and pull it 

through the opening. 

5. You will want to cut the excess tag end of the belt to fit your waist size.  To prevent fraying on the 

freshly cut end, use a lighter to lightly burn or melt the ends of the threads.  A hot knife is a good tool to 

make this cut if you have one available. 

 

 

  



Paddle Holder 

 

 The paddle holder uses the VELCRO® cinch strap for attachment to the belt.  There are two slots in the belt.  

Feed the tag end of the cinch strap through one of the slots.  Right handers probably would prefer starting in the 

right side and going left to right.  After feeding the end through the belt, with the logo facing up on the paddle 

holder, feed the end of the strap through the paddle holder’s slot and then back through the opposite slot and 

then back through the belt.  To cinch the strap, feed the tag end through the plastic buckle and then press the 

strap back onto itself. 

 

  



 

Stripping Bucket 

The stripping bucket is attached to the belt by way of VELCRO® on the back of the rod holder to the 

VELCRO® patch on the inside of the bucket.  An optional VELCRO® cinch strap is included which can be 

used to pull the rod holder tight against the VELCRO®.  This method of attachment allows fly fishers to yank 

the bucket off the belt from time to time, fighting a fish, sitting down etc, without taking the belt off.   Also 

using this method the foam does not get torn by stresses from the belt and it will last much longer.  The cinch 

strap in the stripping bucket is included because in some situations, like high wind, the strap will keep the rod 

holder from pulling loose. 

 

 

 

https://samuraiflyshop.com/installation-instructions/img_2494/
https://samuraiflyshop.com/installation-instructions/img_2496/
https://samuraiflyshop.com/installation-instructions/img_2497/


The bucket bottom is loose so that the bucket can be broken down and laid flat for travel.  Just insert it into the 

bottom of the stripping bucket when ready to fish. 

 

 

https://samuraiflyshop.com/installation-instructions/img_2491/
https://samuraiflyshop.com/installation-instructions/img_2492/


 

 

  



Paddle 

To use the paddle holder, you will need to install some strips of the “hook” side  of the VELCRO® to the paddle.  Using 

the strip of VELCRO® included, measure around the circumference of the paddle and cut four strips to install in the 

middle of the paddle for about the length of the paddle holder.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Tips and Techniques 

Now, to really customize your paddle holder, check the fit of your paddle in the paddle holder.  Place your paddle in the 

paddle holder and if it requires some force to push the paddle into the holder, you can “customize” the fit with a heat gun 

or even a hand hair dryer.  The “Samurai” System paddle holder does not rely on pinching the paddle but, rather, the 

VELCRO®.  Pinch type paddle holders do exist, but pushing the paddle onto the holder requires some force and the force 

applied imparts some vibration through your feet and the bottom of the boat which can spook a nearby fish.  Yes, we’re 

picky, but we want to catch fish.   

It is best to remove the paddle holder from the belt and also remove the cinch strap from the paddle holder.  

You will need a hair dryer or heat gun, a piece of paper and half of your paddle, below: 

 

Wad up and stuff a piece of paper into the paddle holder: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Now place the paddle into the holder, spreading the paddle to it the width of the paddle, the paper behind it should 

hold it in place, if not, loosen or tighten the crumpled paper so that it will hold the paddle when its pushed in when the 

paddleholder is being spread to the widest point.  

 

  

 

 

If you use a heat gun, like the one below, be sure to use it on low and use gloves and keep the blower a few inches back 

from the holder.   If you use a hair dryer, use it on high and hold it within an inch to the paddle holder.  If you have a 

graphite paddle, do not use the paddle itself, use another metal or wooden dowel of the same or slightly wider 

circumference.  If you do this procedure with a graphite paddle, do so accepting the risk that heating the graphite paddle 

may damage your paddle. 

Now heat both sides of the paddle holder evenly.  Be careful no to overheat or scorch, just warm it until it is hot to the 

touch and then let it cool. 

Check the fit of the paddle holder after the paddle holder cools and it should just fit. 



 

Now, heat up the paddle holder once again.  When hot to the touch, stop applying heat, put both halves of the paddle 

together and press the middle of the paddle with the VELCRO® strips inside the hot paddle holder and let cool.   This way 

the paddle will slip easily into the paddle holder without any force.  During a long day of fishing you will appreciate the 

custom fit, the ease of use and the stealthiness will bring more fish to the boat! 

 

  



Fly Landing Pad 

 

The “fly landing pad” is a piece of  VELCRO® located on the top rim of the stripping bucket.  To use it, simply run the hook 

through some of the loops.  You will have to get the feel for how much to grab with the hook because too much makes it 

slow to free the fly when you need it, too few and the fly will pull loose from the tension of the tip of the rod with the line 

in the line lock.  Once you get used to it, you’ll know how to hook just the right amount each time.  The fly landing pad 

being VELCRO® makes it very easy to practice as you can make a fly with a piece of VELCRO® and practice in the yard 

where a hooked fly would catch in the grass, but you will find that the hook of a real fly will actually hold better than a 

VELCRO® fly. 

 

 

 

 

Line Locks 

 



The line locks are in the fly rod holder and their purpose is to allow you to have stripped, shooting line in the 

stripping bucket and yet maintain a tight line from the “fly landing pad” to the reel.  “Cocked and locked”, the 

tight line prevents the line from becoming wrapped around the rod.  You can’t cast a line wrapped rod.  

Without using the Samurai System cocked and locked, even on a windless day, the jostling the rod will get the 

line wrapped around the rod.  On a windy day, well, it’s a constant hassle if the line is left loose and it will cost 

you shots at fish. The line lock is a simple, yet elegant solution.  By inserting a loop of flyline in one of the two 

line locks, the line will be held fast but will instantly release when you grip the rod.   

The line locks, by keeping the line just below the grip, provide an added bonus in that you can keep your eyes on 

the fish, grasp the rod with your non-casting hand and “present” it to your casting hand with the line in control, 

in other words, directly under the hand on the grip.  Once in your casting hand, you non-casting hand is free to 

reach out and feel for the tight leader.  Follow the leader to the fly on the “fly landing pad” and pull it free.  After 

you release the fly, it’s all up to you and your casting ability, and the fish, of course. 

There are four line locks at the top of the rod holder, on either side. You will use only two, once you establish 

the fly rod holder on your non-casting side, the two that will be facing you. Having the line locks on both sides of 

the rod holder makes it universal for right handers or left handers. 

The lower, rubber grommet line lock is there for those concerned about wear and tear on the fly line.   To “cock 

and lock” the system, pull the line until the rod tip bends slightly, then push a loop of fly line into the rubber 

grommet to lock it tight. See photo: 

 

 

 

The upper line lock, which has no rubber grommet, can be used in particularly windy conditions, if the flyline 

being used is a small weight, or just any time the rubber line lock is not holding well.   

 



 

 

As shown above, the tip of the rod should be slightly bent, providing tension on the leader and fly.  The stripping 

bucket is worn with the fly landing strip to the outside.  This is important to keep the leader and fly line away 

from the rod so that it can’t wrap the rod.  The rod holder and stripping basket should be worn on the back 

portion of the hip to keep it out of the way of paddling and poling.   Practice acquiring the rod to make it 

automatic.  Don’t hurry, be smooth, “slow is smooth and smooth is fast”.  Making a fly with VELCRO® to practice 

with when indoors is a great way to get familiar with the system. 

A paddle leash can be attached to the belt which makes it easy to pick up the paddle when you need it, though 

you may prefer to attach the leash to the vessel you are in. 

 

 

  

 


